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Introduction

The Bad News

Waking up and watching the news is a bit like answering the door and being 

greeted by a stern-looking policeman. We hear reports detailing conflicts in 
Afghanistan, Iraq, and, more recently, Libya. We hear reports of a hurricane 
hitting parts of the US, of riots in UK cities, of global recession, and grim forecasts 
of global warming. We live in a dark world. But in addition to the familiar bad 
news, whether it be political, financial, environmental, and ecological crisis, the 

modern society is also facing a somewhat different form of challenge. This is a 
challenge of uncertainty.

Uncertainty is often believed to stem from issues relating to ‘identity 1  2 3’. More 
specifically, it is formed from a “lack of consistency, clarity, or both, in an 

individual’s answer to the question ‘Who am I?’” 4  It is an age-old question. It is 
also an elusive one which we, as individuals and as societies, are struggling to 
define, more so than ever before. 

I suspect it is beyond limit of this dissertation to provide any complete and 

conclusive answers to the question of our identity. However, the very 
impossibility of the impossible question, combined with my fascination with the 
odd nature of identity itself, lead me to explore this topic further.

This dissertation is a starting point for my journey into finding the impossible 

answer. It focuses on our relationship with identity itself: how identities are 
formed, controlled and shaped by different elements. 

1 William B Gudykunst and Bella Moody, Handbook of International and Intercultural 
Communication (California: Sage Publications, 2002), 228.

2 Kathleen Glenister Roberts, “Identity Uncertainty,” in Encyclopedia of Identity Volume I, ed. 
Ronald L. Jackson (California: Sage Publications, 2010), 377.

3 John O. Greene and Brant Raney Burleson, Handbook of Communication and Social Interaction 
Skills (New Jersey: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, Inc., Publishers, 2003), 943.

4 Kathleen Glenister Roberts, “Identity Uncertainty,” in Encyclopedia of Identity Volume I, ed. 
Ronald L. Jackson (California: Sage Publications, 2010), 376.
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As I am a designer with a keen interest in biology, I will be exploring roles of both 

disciplines in my quest. Starting with science and technology, I aim to find and 
analyze our ultimate biological identity, the ‘Superman’. What does it mean to be 
a Superman today and in the future? The second half of this dissertation looks at 
his alter ego, Clark Kent. What are the issues that biotechnology bring in identity? 
What are the possible roles of design in helping to tackle this problem? 

I hope the journey will help me to not only answer the impossible question, but 
also to enrich my professional practice as a designer. I may not find all the 
answers, but I might pick up some clues along the way.

It’s not all bad news.

Technology & Identity

According to some sociologists, identity is multiple, contradictory, and dynamic: 

“Identity is multiple, as it has many facets such as gender, race, ethnicity, class, 
sexuality, ability, geographical location... Identity is contradictory, as these 
facets are not necessarily coherent and can often conflict with each other. 
Identity is also dynamic. It is never complete and fixed, but is always changing 
and in the process of being formed” 5  

Indeed, identity is an elusive organism. It is also linked to very diverse schools of 
thinking, ranging from religion, mathematics, politics, philosophy, sociology, 

psychology, and so on. 

One aspect of identity, which I find particularly intriguing, is the role of science 
and technology in shaping it. 

The industrial revolution of the nineteenth century is one of early examples 
demonstrating the influence of technology which brought about a shift in people’s 

5 Susan Grieshaber and Gaile Sloan Cannella, Embracing Identities in Early Childhood 
Education: Diversity and Possibilities (New York: Teachers College Press, 2001), 122.
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identities. New types of jobs, new institutions, and new social classes were 

formed. 6 

Today is no different. The advances of modern biotechnology, for example, have 
allowed people to change. For example, they now have a greater choice of who 
they want be. Men need no longer worry about baldness, infertile women can 

become pregnant, failing organs can be replaced. But biotechnology doesn’t 
always bring positive changes. Potential health and ethical issues created by 
genetically-modified crops, and the emergence of antibiotic resistance in 
pathogens are two of many such examples. Nevertheless, we cannot deny the 
importance of technology in shaping us today.

Technology plays an important role in destabilizing identity 7. It destabilizes by 
creating more opportunities for identities to change, often drastically and quickly. 
It has done so in the past, it is doing so now, and it will continue to do so in the 
future.

While I aim to focus primarily on involvement of biotechnology in shaping our 
identity, this is by no means exclusive. Other forms of technology will be 
addressed as discussions develop, including those that are playing crucial roles in 
the progression of biotechnology: 

“By leveraging information technology base to control and manipulate 
biological systems, humans are poised for a biological revolution; the first fruits 
of such technologies are already available. Bioinformatics has yielded improved 
crop performance and a better understanding... while brain-computer interfaces 
and neuralprosthetics are helping disabled people interact with their 
surroundings more effectively.” 8 

In contrary to technology’s destabilizing trait mentioned earlier, technology also 
seem to help us to understand who we are. Physiologically and genetically at least. 

6 Henry L Tischler, Introduction to Sociology (USA: Wadsworth Publishing Company, 2010), 378.

7 Karim Murji et al., “Understanding Social Change. Identity - What is it?” Open University Pod 
Cast no.2. http://podcast.open.ac.uk/oulearn/social-sciences/podcast-dd100-social-science-02#!
ee4acea144 (accessed September 18, 2011). 

8 Franklin D. Kramer, Stuart H. Starr, and Larry K. Wentz, Cyberpower and National Security 
(Virginia: Potomac Books, Inc., 2009), 241.

http://podcast.open.ac.uk/oulearn/social-sciences/podcast-dd100-social-science-02#!ee4acea144
http://podcast.open.ac.uk/oulearn/social-sciences/podcast-dd100-social-science-02#!ee4acea144
http://podcast.open.ac.uk/oulearn/social-sciences/podcast-dd100-social-science-02#!ee4acea144
http://podcast.open.ac.uk/oulearn/social-sciences/podcast-dd100-social-science-02#!ee4acea144
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On a basic level - fingerprinting, voice recognition, iris scans and DNA profiling - 

are some of the tangible, bureaucratic, and biological methods of gauging 
identities we utilize today. They materialize us into numbers and figures, and ‘tell’ 
us who we apparently are, and who we are apparently not. 

Climbing further up on the ladder of complexity, sequencing of the human 

genome ranks among the great scientific achievement of the last hundred years 9, 
a feat which allowed us to take a step closer in answering the impossible question 
of ‘Who are we?’.
 
We now have a book containing a story of our body - a book that contains 

3,101,788,170 nucleotide 10 ‘letters’ which can now be read, interpreted, 
contextualized, and implemented. Some sections of the book have started to 
provide clues to the mysteries behind illnesses and other genetic predispositions 
for the sake of healthcare. In a way, the human genome seems paradoxical, 
promising us a perfectly customized healthcare and a lifestyle, whilst reducing our 

very own existence to a mere set of chemical sequences at the same time. 

If this human ‘bible’ is to be believed exclusively, we are what we are, seemingly 
ruled by our genetic code. What’s more, my own genetic code will remain the 
same until the day I die. The genomic blueprint of Homo sapiens will stay pretty 

much intact for many years to come as well. The point here is that, even if our 
genetic sequences do change, we will be aware of this change, track it, and analyze 
it, allowing us to be in full control of our destiny. 

Perhaps not.

Surely our lives are more than this? An easy riposte would be ‘no’, if the ‘nurture’ 
part of ‘nature vs. nurture’ argument 11 is applied. Environmental factors are 
believed to have a significant influence on who we are, and I will be investigating 

9 Mark Walport, “Now We Are Ten: Celebrating a Decade of Research from the Human Genome 
Sequence,” Wellcome News 63, June 2010, editorial.

10 Julia E. Richards, and R. Scott Hawley, The Human Genome: A User’s Guide (London: Elsevier, 
2011), 416.

11 Francis Galton, English Men of Science: Their Nature and Nurture (reprint) (Charleston: 
BiblioLife, 2009): 1-288.
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how these interact with humans to create our identity. The role of technology as 

an interface between such interactions, will also be explored. 

Lets start from something small.
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Clues of Nature

The Bacterial World

In a way not too dissimilar to certain people’s fascination with different hairstyles 

of David Beckham 12 , some scientists from the microbiology community seem 
equally keen on different forms of ‘hair’ that protrude from membranes of varying 
bacterial species - the sheer diversity of which might make the former England 
footballer blush with embarrassment. 

To associate flagella - the hair-like structures found on tiny bodies (typically 
between a few microns) of bacteria - to a famous mop, is unfair on many levels. 
Whilst one is a part of the celebrity brand, the former provides a host of 
alternative roles, one of which includes helping bacteria to move. 

It may not be visible to the naked eye, but the microbial world is full of hustle and 
bustle of bacterial traffic. Often (but not always) using their flagella as propellers, 
they swim, glide, tumble, crawl, and twitch with an incredible speed that can 
reach up to two hundred times their body length per second. 13 

The dynamic nature of microbes does not stop there. They are extremely 
adaptable to their environment, and reproduce extremely quickly in optimal 
conditions: “Given adequate nutrition and space, a single bacterial cell, 
undergoing cell division every twenty minutes, could produce offspring of a mass 
greater than the mass of our planet in less than two days.” 14 They are also capable 

of taking up environmental DNA through horizontal DNA transfer and also form 
endospores that can lie dormant for hundreds of years. 15 We are only scratching 
the surface of the weird and wonderful things that bacteria get up to, let alone the 
incredible and fantastic things that we can do to them (eg. genetic engineering/

12 Rie Ito, “Japan’s ‘Beckham Fever’: Marketing and Consuming a Global Sport Celebrity,” in East-
WEst Identities: Globalization, Localization, and Hybridization, ed. Kwok B. Chan, Jan Walls, 
and David Hayward (Leiden: Koninlijke Brill, 2007), 149.

13 Michael Eisenbach et al., Chemotaxis (London: Imperial College Press, 2004), 38-61.

14 David Suzuki, and Peter Knudtson, Genethics: The Clash Between the New Genetics and 
Human Values (Harvard: Harvard University Press, 1989), 127.

15 New Scientist, “Anthrax Spores Live to Tell the Tale,” New Scientist, December 11, 1986, 31.
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synthetic biology 16 ). I concur with Daisy Ginsberg’s following comments. I’m a 

fan of these microbes too:

“I have been charmed by bacteria. They are clever, adaptable, diverse, cutthroat, 
hardy and quite handsome in their technicolour gaudiness or minimalist 
micrographs” 17 

The nature of their involvement in shaping our identity still remain elusive at this 
stage, but all will be revealed later on in the dissertation.

Incidentally, bacteria are also a social bunch. When their population reaches a 

certain number, or a ‘quota’, their activities change, in a way that crowds of people 
bring changes in behaviour 18. Many bacteria use a special form of cell-to-cell 
communication process to do this, also called quorum sensing 19. It is a special 
mode of ‘language’ that allows the group, or the ‘swarm’, to function as one large 
organism, in the hope of “reaping benefits that would be unattainable to them as 

individuals” 20. 

The swarm is also reminiscent perhaps of locust plagues that feature both in the 
Bible and the Quran - as a parable of God’s wrath against those who opposed 
Him. “And so we increased our pressure on them, sending them hurricanes, 

swarms of locusts, lice, frogs and blood - affliction after affliction, each worse than 
the one before” 21. 

16 D. Ginsberg, “Design Evolution: Microbes and the Everyday” (MA diss., Royal College of Art, 
2008), 1-84, 33.

17 D. Ginsberg, “Design Evolution: Microbes and the Everyday” (MA diss., Royal College of Art, 
2008), 1-84, 33.

18 Rajendra K. Sharma and Rachana Sharma, Social Psychology (New Delhi: Atlantic Publishers, 
1997), 352.

19 Matthew B. Neiditch, “The Regulation of Histidine Sensor Kinase Complexes by Quorum 
Sensing Signal Molecules,” Methods in Enzymology 423 (2007): 251.

20 Yung-Hua Li, “Quorum Sensing and Signal Transduction in Biofilms: The Impacts of Bacterial 
Social Behaviour on Biofilm Ecology,” in Food-Borne Microbes: Shaping the Host Ecosystem, ed. 
Lee-Ann Jaykus, Hua Helen Wang, and Larry S. Schlesinger (Washington DC: ASM Press, 2009), 
120.

21 Muhammad Baqir Behbudi and Colin Turner. The Quran: a New Interpretation (Surrey: 
Curzon Press, 1997), 95.
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Could bacteria be a modern substitute for those who ravaged and ‘covered the face 

of the whole earth’ 22? Not necessarily. Although there is no doubt that some 
bacteria cause harm around the world, there are plenty of those who don’t. The 
point I want to raise here is about control. In addition to religious arguments of 
who our ultimate ruler is, who else could be controlling bacteria? What about 
nature as a whole, or by the society itself in which they reside in? And could this 

model be applied to humans too?

 
Hijacked

This year is the tenth anniversary of the 9/11 attacks. Devastation at the World 
Trade Centre (WTC) alone cost almost 2,800 lives, with only approximately 60% 
being identified 23. Reports by forensic scientists who worked in identifying the 
victims’ physical remains at the WTC made a grim reading 24. In addition to the 
sheer amount of samples to be analyzed, DNA-damaging conditions of the fire 

was highlighted as one of the major hurdles against successful identification, with 
temperatures above 1,000°C diminishing the sample yield to undetectable levels 
25.

In order to tackle this problem, the investigators decided to probe for an 

alternative set of human genome, the mitochondrial DNA.

Mitochondria are small compartments (also called organelles) found inside most 
eukaryotic cells, including humans (fig.1). They are typically known as the 
‘powerhouse’, providing energy for host cells to function. Interestingly, these 

special organelles contain an independent genome of their own, separate from 
their host. These mitochondrial genomes are also unique from one individual 
person to the other. It also happens that humans have more copies of 
mitochondrial genomes than those found inside the host’s nucleus.

22 Robert Carroll and Stephen Prickett, The Bible: Authorized King James Version with 
Apocrypha (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998), 77.

23 9/11 Casualty Statistics, “9-11 Research: Missing Bodies”, http://911research.wtc7.net/wtc/
evidence/bodies.html (accessed September 23, 2011).

24 Jenny Edkins, Missing: Persons and Politics (New York: Cornell University Press, 2011), 
125-48. 

25 Leslie G. Biesecker, “Epidemiology. DNA Identification After the 9/11 World Trade Center 
Attack,” Science 310 (2005): 1122.

http://911research.wtc7.net/wtc/evidence/bodies.html
http://911research.wtc7.net/wtc/evidence/bodies.html
http://911research.wtc7.net/wtc/evidence/bodies.html
http://911research.wtc7.net/wtc/evidence/bodies.html
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As a result, the high abundance of mitochondrial DNA in the samples meant that 
the victim’s heavily-damaged remains were identified more efficiently 26.

Fig.1 Mitochondria in a human cell

The mitochondrion has an interesting evolutionary past. It is widely believed that 
it was an independent organism, most likely a bacterium, living outside of animal 
cells. Over time, it is thought that the mitochondrion was eventually ‘engulfed’ by 
the animal cell, and formed a symbiotic relationship with its host 27. Effectively, 
this produced a cell that was composed of not only one set of genomes, but two. 

Firstly from the main control centre of the cell, the nucleus, and the other from a 
captured ancient bacterium, the mitochondrion. This is the set-up of a typical 
human cell as we know today. 

It’s a classic bacteria-cell-hijack story known amongst biologists. I have decided to 

include it here because it is a first supporting evidence for my argument that 
humans are complex individuals with more than one set of (biochemical) identity. 

26 Leslie G. Biesecker, “Epidemiology. DNA Identification After the 9/11 World Trade Center 
Attack,” Science 310 (2005): 1123.

27 Lynn Margulis and René Fester, Symbiosis As a Source of Evolutionary
Innovation: Speciation and Morphogenesis (Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press,
1991), 16.
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The idea that human cells and organs function through interactions between two 

or more sets of genomes is intriguing. The story of our evolutionary encounter 
with bacteria also sets a perfect backdrop for us to explore ways in which they 
continue to influence us. Our relationship with bacteria is not just ‘skin deep’, in 
more ways than one.

Multiple Self

If we look closely at nature, both metaphorically and literally (often through a lens 
of a microscope), we find many eloquent examples that illustrate a notion of 

multiplicity. Throughout the dissertation I have used the word ‘multiplicity’ in 
different contexts, but in this chapter I feel it is appropriate to give a single 
definition:

Multiplicity is a state of an animal that is composed of a number of species living 

together, permanently and in close proximity. In scientific terms, this state is also 
referred to the word ‘endosymbiosis’, defined as “any relationship in which one 
symbiont lives within the tissues of the other, either in the intracellular space or 
extracellularly” 28. 

A range of animals live in multiplicity. These include rhizobia, the nitrogen-fixing 
microbes that inhabit root nodules of legumes; barnacles that attach themselves 
to jaws of whales; photosynthesizing algae living inside tissues of reef-building 
corals. The list is almost endless. Multiplicity isn’t rare, and it certainly isn’t 
something new.  

Another notable example that demonstrates multiplicity, is Mixotricha paradoxa.  
They are microscopic organisms residing in the hind gut of an Australian termite, 
helping the host to digest cellulose present in the diet 29 Remarkably, the 
multiplicity does not end there. M. paradoxa themselves harbour hundreds of 

thousands of smaller microbes that belong to a total of five different bacterial 
species. As shown in fig.2, M. paradoxa is an amalgamation of bacterial colonies 

28 Ahmadjian, Vernon. Symbiosis: An Introduction to Biological Associations.
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000.

29 Mike Jeffries, Biodiversity and Conservation (London: Routledge, 2006), 24.
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acting in a way not too dissimilar to a mammal’s limbs. For example, on the 

surface of M. paradoxa there are numerous types of spirochaete bacteria, that 
help the host cell to move around 30

Fig.2 Mixotricha paradoxa (scanning electron micrograph)

This curious relationship between the termite, M. paradoxa, and the bacteria has 
been an exciting personal discovery. It had a significant influence on the course of 

my dissertation for three main reasons. 

First, by looking at nature and finding examples of multiple lifeforms grouped as 
one ‘composite-organism’, it confirmed my initial suspicion that there are many 
ways of defining our identities, especially through a literal ‘inner observation’ of 

our composition. As Lynn Margulis noted: “The hullabaloo over mapping the 
human genome... might lead one to think that each species has only a single 
genome and that the genetic makeup of individual organisms is discrete and 
unitary. Such is far from the case” . 

Secondly, the concept of ‘layering’ emerged. The vision of the termite’s gut - with 
layers of endosymbionts living inside on another - and a host of similar examples 
mentioned already (including the story of engulfed mitochondria) has made me 
realize that layering is not uncommon in nature. There is also an example of our 

30 Mike Jeffries, Biodiversity and Conservation (London: Routledge, 2006), 24.
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animal cells being infected by bacteria and, in turn, these being infected with 

bacteriophages (a form of virus that attacks bacteria). 

As much as there are examples of layering we can find in nature, our 
understanding of how and why nature creates layers in the first place, is lacking. 
Also, do we even know what biological layer might be ‘engulfing’ our bodies at this 

very moment? Just because we cannot physically ‘see’ who is doing this or how, it 
does not mean we should dismiss their existence. It is a valid point that represents  
a ‘limit of human knowledge’ - something that may hamper our search for our 
identity. According to some, many scientists like to work with what they know, 
rather than things they do not know. As a consequence, scientific progress may 

slow down as a result. In the later part of this dissertation, the issues posed by 
limit of knowledge, along with how designers can unlock people’s unconscious self 
to enable them to solve the ‘unknown unknowns’. 

Thirdly and finally, the microbial presence in the termite’s gut has encouraged me 

to think about the microbes (or ‘messmates’ 31) that may reside in our guts as well. 
How do they contribute to our identity? A quote from the philosopher Jacques 
Derrida rings a certain resonance here: “One never eats entirely on one’s own” 32, 
which suggests that we not only consume nature (physically and symbolically) but  
are consumed by it in turn. 

31 Donna Jeanne Haraway, When Species Meet (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 
2008), 287.

32 Jacques Derrida (with Jean-Luc Nancy), ‘Eating Well,’ 1991, quoted in H. Peter Steeves, Animal 
Others: On Ethics, Ontology, and Animal Life (New York: State University of New York Press, 
Albany, 1999), 31.
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Finding Superman

Small Chillies

In Korea, there is a proverb that says ‘작은 고추가 맵다’. Its literal meaning 

translates as “smaller chillies are hotter”, reminding us that we should not 
underestimate things simply from their apparent size. This certainly strikes a 

chord with our small, but potent, features of bacteria we have outlined so far. The 
dynamic, resilient, and intelligent nature of these microbes has shown us why 
they have established themselves as workhorses of the biotechnology industry. 
But what else could these smart organisms offer us, apart from fermented 
comestibles, household chemicals, pharmaceuticals and other consumable 

products? In another words, the question of their contribution to our identity 
inquiry still remains at large: are there other ways, perhaps through more direct, 
personal and physical interactions, that they can shape us?

The answer lies inside us. Bacteria aren’t necessarily confined to toilet seats, 

dodgy poultry, contaminated vegetables, and petri dishes stacked on white 
benches of research laboratories. Their colonies are also residing inside (and 
outside) of our bodies (fig.3). In fact, they total up to one quadrillion on our body, 
outnumbering human cells by a factor of ten 33. The diversity of strains that 
inhabit our body is equally staggering, with more than seven thousand different 

types reported in our intestines alone.

Some scientists have branded us ‘Superorganisms 34,’ or as I would like to call it, 
‘Superman’, partly because of these huge numbers: “We are not intrinsically 
individuals, but collective super-organisms, assimilating multiple species and 

millions of individual organisms” 35

So this shakes things up for good. The previously mentioned notion that our 
biochemical code is being composed of one set of genome, is simply not true. And 

33 Greg Roza, Inside the Human Body: Using Scientific and Exponential Notation (New York: The 
Rosen Publishing Group, Inc., 2007), 28.

34 Martin Drenthen, Jozef Keulartz, and James Proctor, New Visions of Nature: Complexity and 
Authenticity (Dordrecht: Springer Science + Business Media B.V., 2009), 141.

35 ibid, 141
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we have not even started talking about non-bacterial organisms that share our 

body: fungi, viruses, protozoa, and the like. The point, however, is that our 
symbionts, whatever they might be, are here to stay. We will always spend our 
lives with our companion species, starting from the point we pass through our 
mother’s birth canal (we make contact with microbes that live within, in effect 
inheriting them from our mothers), through to the end of our lives. Even after 

death. “I love that when ‘I’ die, all these benign and dangerous symbionts will take 
over and use whatever is left of ‘my’ body, if only for a while, since ‘we’ are 
necessary to one another in real time” 36 .

Fig.3 The Human Microbiome

36 Donna Jeanne Haraway, When Species Meet (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 
2008), 4.
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But what is so ‘Super’ about us ‘superorganisms’, apart from the sheer numbers?’ 

The revelation of existence of our microbial symbionts is a significant turning 
point in our discussion. Yet, their very existence alone is only a basic layer of 
potentially complex interactions that are taking place across our biogeography, 
rendering it into a mere, superficial representation of human identity. 

Our awareness of our body being composed of vast numbers of bacteria isn’t new 
either, having been registered in scientists’ radar for decades 37, the famous 
‘friendly bacteria’ yoghurt marketing campaign and other probiotics movements 
38 have helped to raise this awareness across a wider audience. But, how exactly 
do our microbial symbionts shape us into ‘who we are’; to what extent do these 

microbes influence our uniqueness from one person to the other; what kinds of 
processes are there; how many different species are involved; how do they interact 
with human genes, cells, organs, etc, has largely remained a mystery. 

The ‘super’ part of the ‘superman’ doesn’t seem to ring with any great resonance 

so far. 

Human Microbiome Project

It all started to pick up pace in year 2005, approximately four years after the 
announcement of the human genome. Scientists began conducting research into 
our microbial symbionts in the hope of understanding their mysterious roles in 
humans, the work which is now part of a global project called the Human 
Microbiome Project. By 2008, project transformed into a $157 million 39, five-year  

effort which became part of the United State’s NIH Roadmap program, somewhat 
reflecting the magnitude of the US government’s intent on investing in this field. 

37 George M. Weinstock, “The Human Microbiome Project,” in Handbook of Molecular Microbial 
Ecology I: Metagenomics and Complementary Approaches, ed. Frans J. de Bruijn (New Jersey: 
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 2011),307. 

38 Gerald W. Tannock, Probiotics and Prebiotics: Scientific Aspects (Norfolk: Caister Academic 
Press, 2005), 60.

39 Science Daily, “Human Microbiome Project: Diversity of Human Microbes Greater Than 
Previously Predicted,” http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2010/05/100520141214.htm 
(accessed September 25, 2011).

http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2010/05/100520141214.htm
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2010/05/100520141214.htm
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A similar, but separate, project initiative also exists in the EU, under the group 

name of MetaHit 40.

The overall idea behind the Human Microbiome Project (HMP) aims to 
genetically characterize the microbial communities found at several different sites 
on the human body, including nasal passages, oral cavities, skin, gastrointestinal 

tract, and urogenital tract, and to analyze the role of these microbes in human 
health and disease (fig.4).

Fig. 4 Bacterial colonies cultured from human body 

One of the key drivers in the Human Microbiome Project is the advent of powerful 
DNA sequencing technology that had not been previously implemented during the 

sequencing of the human genome. This new generation of technology has two 
advantages: speed and sophistication. 

Professor Mike Curtis, the director of Blizard Institute of Cell and Molecular 
Science, is an expert oral microbiologist. His research group is very much 

involved in the front line of the Human Microbiome Project, and is supported by 
the NIH. During our discussion, he highlighted how the advances of technology 
has affected his everyday work: 

40 MetaHit, http://www.metahit.eu/ (accessed September 3, 2011).

http://www.metahit.eu
http://www.metahit.eu
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“Most bacterial genomes don’t have what we call regions that don’t code for genes. 

Previously called junk DNA... But (for) most bacteria it’s just one gene after 
another on a circular chromosome*. And it’s possible to sequence a complete 
bacterial genome very rapidly, inside a day. And do multiple sequences from 
multiple organisms at the same time” 41 

Along with this new technology, a new field of approach was also being 
implemented, called metagenomics,. Mike explained that this is “ignoring where 
the genes have come from.... and taking all of the bacteria present in an organ 
sample and smashing it up and sequencing everything that’s there, and that gives 
you a kind of overall profile of the proportions of different types of functional 

properties that are there: the different types of metabolic genes, the different 
types of genes involved in cellular transport, the different genes involved in  
copying cells and so on.” 42

Mike explained further:

“And that metagenomic analysis is really quite powerful because it 
gives you a sort of a functional snapshot, if you like, of all the genetic information 
that’s present in a given sample. So again, the techniques are there now to be able 
to do this extraordinarily quickly.” 43

Putting the ‘Super’ into Superman

Mike’s comments now seem to bring more substance to the initially-skeptical 

word ‘super’ in superman: 

Firstly, the idea that we can take a ‘functional snapshot’ of our combined 
biological characteristics - an omnibus of our cells and our symbionts - allows us 
to instantly assess the state of our complex body. The word ‘snapshot’ is also 

appropriate in this context as it describes the speed at which we can do this, but it 

41 Author interview with Prof. Mike Curtis, oral microbiologist, 23 September
2011.

42 ibid

43 ibid
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is also suggestive of movements that are occurring in and around us, that could 

potentially shift our microbial compositions more than ever before.

Some of these movements are brought on by:

• Globalization: Increased levels of travel, of goods and national borders increases 

levels of exposure of different bacterial inoculants that may colonize our bodies. 
All forms of casual, formal, direct and indirect forms of body contact (e.g. 
handshaking, hugging, kissing, coughing) and handling objects (that may have 
come from other places around the world) are common means in acquire new 
bacterial communities on our body. There seems to be no firm evidence of 

successful (ie. to be a stable colony) microbial exchange between humans so far 
- but Mike pointed out the results of studies in mice have shown that transfer of 
commensal bacteria are possible, even to the extent of exchanging one’s 
disposition to disease: “If you take for an example an obese mouse, and you can 
get obese mice, and you take that bacteria from that obese mouse and put it into 

a normal mouse, the normal mouse will become obese. You can transfer obesity, 
you can transfer diabetes, you can transfer metabolic syndrome and you can 
transfer some gut inflammatory disorders simply by transferring the bacteria” 44 

• Changes in societies and attitudes: social movements over the last century has 

partly helped to bring changes in people’s attitudes, and helped to bring people 
together from different backgrounds. This in turn would encourage interactions 
that would help the transfer of microbiota. And given the diversity of people 
(and presumably their microbiomes) allows potentially dynamic mix of bacterial 
colonies.

• Changes in the ecosystem: Global warming, natural disasters and deforestation 
are some of many examples that are changing the ecological landscape of the 
world, which will no doubt bring physiological changes in our bodies which in 
turn would change the compositions of the communities of microbes that are 

living inside and on us. 

Secondly, we are ‘super’ because there is more than just a superficial, physical co-
existence between us and our symbionts. We are now becoming aware of the 

44 Author interview with Prof. Mike Curtis, oral microbiologist, 23 September
2011.
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existence of complex species-to-species interactions that take place inside us. 

Again, the word ‘interaction’ is part of the beauty. If two sets of genes lived inertly, 
nature would not be such a dynamic place. The molecular processes and chemical 
pathways that are involved in such interactions are too detailed to outline here, 
but they seem to produce a harmony/dischord of activities that make the cell 
function/dysfunction, just as it ‘says on the tin’. For example, muscle cells 

contract and relax to produce movement, bone cells calcify to become sturdy, and 
so on. These may not be the most eloquent or precise examples, but you get the 
picture. And if brain cells are also involved in bacterial interaction... well, there’s 
something to think about!

Implications of Human Microbiome Project

Tackling Obesity

Despite the relatively nascent nature of this research field, we are already hearing 
reports of studies that may pave the way to an effective management of diseases. 
For example, University of Maryland reported on a study that showed a 
significant correlation between microbes inside our gut and obesity - creating a 

possibility of an effective treatment/prevention 45. It also paves the way for 
changes in our lifestyle: the way we eat (weight-losing bacterial pellets), the way 
we grow food (unfriendly bacteria that kills other competitor bacteria, which 
cause fat accumulation), the way we think and behave with regards to obesity: 
“You can transfer obesity, you can transfer diabetes, you can transfer metabolic 

syndrome and you can transfer some gut inflammatory disorders simply by 
transferring the bacteria. So they’re quite influential in terms of how they dictate 
how we behave” 46.
 
The study also revealed that there were three major ‘communities’ of bacteria 

present in the gut, with one community featuring most dominantly in people with 
obesity. In addition, MetaHit group also reported a similar finding, claiming that 

45 BBC Frontiers, “Human Microbes,” http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b011jv8r (accessed 
September 8, 2011).

46 BBC Frontiers, “Human Microbes,” http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b011jv8r (accessed 
September 8, 2011).

http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b011jv8r
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b011jv8r
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b011jv8r
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b011jv8r
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“people can be classified into one of the three gut microbial types” 47. Incidentally, 

these categories did not correlate with people’s nationalities, which demonstrates 
a form of re-shuffling of identity from an existing identity.

What’s more, the notion of personal ‘microbial profiling’, or ‘microbial 
categorization’, is an intriguing one. It draws some parallels with the existing 

traditional and modern profiling techniques: the 1900s discovery of blood typing, 
and the modern DNA profiling techniques (used in forensics and also increasingly  
in the field of modern medicine). All of the profiling techniques mentioned above 
share common features, as they assess the biochemical characteristics of cells that 
are present ‘in’ our body, and that these characteristics create distinct individuals 

or groups of individuals, potentially creating divisions within a community. 

This has already started to happen. Following a recent tweet48  from MetaHit 
group, I was made aware of a social networking site which encouraged people to 
donate their stool samples, thus allowing them to meet others who shared the 

same enterotype. The site, My.Microbes (fig.5), was launched this month 
(September 2011) and currently holds 154 members. 

Fig.5. My.Microbes social networking site 

47 My.microbes website, http://my.microbes.eu/ (accessed September 26, 2011)

48 My.microbes twitter feeds, http://twitter.com/#!/mymicrobes (accessed September 25, 2011).

http://my.microbes.eu
http://my.microbes.eu
http://twitter.com/#!/mymicrobes
http://twitter.com/#!/mymicrobes
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According to the founders of the network, they view the initiative as one big open 

scientific study in which everyone is invited to participate, with their philosophy 
being that “knowing which microbes live in us can lead to better, personalized 
diets, early diagnosis, and treatment of diseases” 49.

This may well be for the good of medicine, but the initiative can also provoke 

social and ethical issues. The idea of classifying people, although it may be a 
convenient scientific methodology in the short term, may become less effective in 
the long run, as the overall human microbiota differ from one person to the other, 
and are subject to change with changing environment and time. The idea of 
classification can also be abused in a social context - with the events stemming 

from eugenics and racial classification being extreme examples in history. 

Microbial profiling, and its wider consequences in the community, is only one of 
many social, cultural, ethical, legal, economical and political implications that 
may arise in the wake of the Human Microbiome Project. I have chosen a few of 

such implications that may provide further shifts of our perceived identities, and 
also highlighted potential issues they may create.

My Big Mouth

We start with the mouth (fig.6).  One of five major sites on our body chosen for 
study by the NIH and the Human Microbiome Project,  the mouth is of a 
particular significance to researchers as it contains a large quantity and diversity 
of microbes. A tiny drop of saliva (1 mL) contains 100,000,000 organisms, and an 

adult mouth may harbour between 500 to 1,000 different species of bacteria 50. 

49 My.microbes website, http://my.microbes.eu/ (accessed September 26, 2011)

50 Darnell Kennedy, “Forensic Dentistry and Microbial Analysis of Bite Marks,” Australian Police 
Journal 65 (2011): 7.

http://my.microbes.eu
http://my.microbes.eu
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Fig.6 Human mouth

The mouth is also a compelling area for exploration in this dissertation, partly 
because some of the oral microbial research is being carried out specifically for 
non-healthcare applications. This is in the field of forensics.  

Fig.7 Ted Bundy receiving dental casting; radiograph evidence shown in court

Traditionally, teeth has been the part of the mouth which played a crucial role in 
forensic science for many centuries, helping to establish age and identity of the 

person concerned. 

The first reported incident using dental identification came in 1692. In a trial now 
known as the Salem Witch Trials, Reverend George Burroughs was convicted of 
physical abuse on young women who accused him of pinching, choking and more 

incriminatingly, biting them. A more recent case is the conviction of Theodore 
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(Ted) Bundy in 1979. The serial killer was found guilty following a positive match 

of teeth marks found on the body of one of his victims (fig.7) 51. 

Dental identification does not necessarily have to utilize bite marks, either. The 
development of information technology seems to have allowed identification from 
a purely visual source such as photographs. In a book published in 2000 entitled 

Forensic Odontology 52, there is a chapter which aims to “contribute to the 
odontological identification of Adolf Hilter by analyzing photographed documents 
where his teeth can be seen using a computer imaging system” 53

Moving from oral ‘hardware’ to oral ‘software’, modern forensics are looking at 

the potential use of saliva, and the organisms that live within 54. The advent of 
speedy and sophisticated DNA sequencing, as mentioned earlier, have allowed 
scientists to analyze DNAs of bacteria in a spit sample to establish whether certain 
strains matched to that belonging to an individual. This is based on the theory of 
diversity. As certain species such as Streptococci are extremely diverse, there is a 

possibility that individuals could carry a unique strain, thus allowing highly 
specific matches to occur (fig.8).

Fig.8 Research participants asked to 
simulate bite marks which would provide 
saliva and bacteria for analysis

51 Darnell Kennedy, “Forensic Dentistry and Microbial Analysis of Bite Marks,” Australian Police 
Journal 65 (2011): 7.

52 European IOFOS Millenium Meeting and Guy Willems, Forensic Odontology (Leuven: Leuven 
University Press, 2000), x.

53 ibid, x.

54 Darnell Kennedy, “Forensic Dentistry and Microbial Analysis of Bite Marks,” Australian Police 
Journal 65 (2011): 7.
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Once methodologies are established, forensic scientists are aiming to use bacterial 

analysis in conjunction with the existing dental analysis protocols to establish 
suspects’  identities. It’s an interesting case of old technology combining with the 
new, but it is also a case that may create legal and ethical issues in addition to the 
potential positive benefits in the justice system. 

Similar issues are already being raised in the world of (human) DNA profiling. 
Once the DNA profile of a suspect is obtained, it may stay on the national police 
database (in the US and UK at least 55). What’s more, the DNA contains a “wealth 
of information about not only an individual, but also about their family and ethnic 
background” 56. For this reason, civil rights advocates are currently concerned 

that the DNA databases could one day be extended beyond that of criminal 
offenders to the point where genetic analysis or profiling could be used in a 
discriminatory manner 57, thus jeopardizing human rights.

Oral forensics could follow the same path in the future. Who is to say that the 

authorities, once having obtained and stored DNA sequences of your signature 
oral strain, not allow the data to fall into the wrong hands? 

Perhaps the fact that the DNA sequences are bacterial, rather than human, could 
yet pose added dilemma for those involved. One of the features of the microbial 

communities that are found on the human body, is that they are subject to 
constant change over time. Whilst human DNA will (almost) always stay the 
same, bacterial compositions on the human body will change frequently during a 
course of a person’s life. From birth to childhood, puberty to adulthood and old 
age, it is widely known that each phase introduces a host of different bacterial 

species unique to the time period concerned 58. Other factors such as diet, climate 
and illness are also known to be influential - raising further doubts on the 
suitability of oral microbes in forensic science and beyond.

55 Genewatch website, “The UK Police National DNA Database,” http://www.genewatch.org/
sub-539478 (accessed September 27, 2011).

56 World of Forensic Science, http://www.enotes.com/forensic-science/dna-evidence-social-issues 
(accessed September 27, 2011).

57 World of Forensic Science, http://www.enotes.com/forensic-science/dna-evidence-social-issues 
(accessed September 27, 2011).

58 Jiri Mestecky et al., Muscosal Immunology (Burlington: Elsevier Academic Press, 2005), 21.

http://www.genewatch.org/sub-539478
http://www.genewatch.org/sub-539478
http://www.genewatch.org/sub-539478
http://www.genewatch.org/sub-539478
http://www.enotes.com/forensic-science/dna-evidence-social-issues
http://www.enotes.com/forensic-science/dna-evidence-social-issues
http://www.enotes.com/forensic-science/dna-evidence-social-issues
http://www.enotes.com/forensic-science/dna-evidence-social-issues
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Our microbial symbionts may be our second genetic identity, our ‘flexible friend’ - 
but perhaps too flexible for ethics and human rights?

Challenging Integrity and Dignity 

The central concept behind the Human Microbiome Project, as we have 
discovered so far, is the concept of viewing ourselves as a ‘Superorganism,’  
Another way to describe this concept is to view the our body as an ecosystem (fig.
9), as Eric Juengst states: “The human body should be understood as an 

ecosystem with multiple ecological niches and habitats in which a variety of 
cellular species collaborate and compete” 59. 

Fig.9 Human ecosystem

I will be using this view as a starting point for us to think about an important 
ethical implication that has not been addressed so far, and this is the question of 

human integrity and dignity. 

59 Eric Juengst, “Metagenomic Metaphors,” in New Visions of Nature: Complexity and 
Authenticity, ed Martin Drenthen, Jozef Keulartz, and James Proctor (Dordrecht: Springer, 
2009):130.
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In a book with a chapter titled Metagenomic Metaphors 60 , Eric Juengst starts 

the argument by acknowledging that features of an ecosystem are such that the 
germ theory, which attributes microorganisms as the cause of disease, can be 
challenged: “Ecosystems are understood to have fluid boundaries and to support 
multiple species in cycle of growth, predation and decay.” Consequently, Juengst 
states that the notions of ‘infection’ and ‘contagion’ become meaningless, with the 

opposing notions of purity, integrity and wholeness becoming doubtful too. 

Instead, Juengst points to the idea of ‘balance’ and ‘harmony’ within the 
ecosystem as being responsible factors for well-being and disease. It is an idea 
that underpins the Hippocratic and Galenic doctrines of humoural pathology, 

which focuses on the equilibrium of different parts, that includes an element 
based on “the bonds of microcosm-macrocosm and body-mind” 61

These views can be applied in the context of modern bioethics, and challenge 
notions of human integrity that underpin it 62. Modern biomedical procedures - 

cross fertilization of hamster ova and human sperm (fig.10); transplantation of 
porcine organs to humans; propagation of human stem cells in mice, and so on - 
have attracted controversy as they were deemed to breach physical and 
metaphorical boundaries of trust between one species to the other. Yet, having the 
ecosystem that we have, already having ‘fluid boundaries’ that change and shift, 

and interchanging various biochemicals, it is hard to believe that such 
condemnations on acts of ‘trespass’ can be fully justified.  

On a similar level, arguments that are formed against the likes of 
xenotransplantation and creation of man-machine cyborgs 63 - acts which in 

critics eyes represent the notion ‘pollution’ and ‘dehumanization’ - can be 

60 Eric Juengst, “Metagenomic Metaphors,” in New Visions of Nature: Complexity and 
Authenticity, ed Martin Drenthen, Jozef Keulartz, and James Proctor (Dordrecht: Springer, 
2009):129-46.

61 Eric Juengst, “Metagenomic Metaphors,” in New Visions of Nature: Complexity and 
Authenticity, ed Martin Drenthen, Jozef Keulartz, and James Proctor (Dordrecht: Springer, 
2009):130.

62 Eric Juengst, “Metagenomic Metaphors,” in New Visions of Nature: Complexity and 
Authenticity, ed Martin Drenthen, Jozef Keulartz, and James Proctor (Dordrecht: Springer, 
2009):142.

63 Eric Juengst, “Metagenomic Metaphors,” in New Visions of Nature: Complexity and 
Authenticity, ed Martin Drenthen, Jozef Keulartz, and James Proctor (Dordrecht: Springer, 
2009):143.
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challenged here. From the viewpoint of our body as an ecosystem, free of purity 

nor impurity - and if we also think about the profound and integral effects that 
our microbial symbionts (which incidentally outnumber our own cells by ten to 
one) have on our survival, the concepts of pollution and dehumanization does not 
seem to exist, let alone mattering. 

Fig.10 Human sperm & hamster egg

These arguments seem to be best summarized by Juengst, who concludes that:

“No one seems much concerned that we are all mixtures of many indigenous 
bacterial species and human cell lines. It neither undermines our fundamental 

rights, nor confers special moral status on bacteria. But it does seem as if 
concerns about the moral implications of blurring boundaries between the human 
species and non-human organisms are animating those who are striving to protect  
our species” 64. 

64 Eric Juengst, “Metagenomic Metaphors,” in New Visions of Nature: Complexity and 
Authenticity, ed Martin Drenthen, Jozef Keulartz, and James Proctor (Dordrecht: Springer, 
2009):143.
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His Alter Ego

Introducing Mr. Kent

If we momentarily zoom out from the microscopic world of bacteria and the 

Human Microbiome Project, we start to observe other factors that contribute to 
our complexity. 

An analogy I like to use here is to view our bacterial symbionts as the Superman’s 
costume, layers of which surround our body internally and externally, helping us 

to transform into our biological self today.

If we then take away the bacterial costume, we are left with a seemingly less 
efficient biological being. But the complexity is still retained; the complexity of a 
social organism. A ‘human’ being. Like Superman’s alter ego. And it is this 

‘human’ side that distinguishes us from animals on our planet, many of them who 
are also ‘Superorganisms’ in their own right, consisting of multitudes of species 
working together.

So if we define complexity from a broader context of culture and society, we are 

complex individuals that are capable of forming sophisticated structures and 
expanding them over time: Languages, arts, political systems, the economy and 
the like. 

In contrary to some religious beliefs, anthropologists believe that our social 

complexity developed through the passage of time. It started with our ability to 
stand upright and manipulate tools. This in turn helped us to develop the human 
brain as we recognize today, a control center responsible for our emotions, 
reasoning, language, introspection, problem solving, self-awareness, rationality, 
and sapience. These are some of the typical qualities which makes human, 

human. 
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New Society

We are also social. Through interactions between cooperating and conflicting 
groups, we are able to form complex groups such as societies. A rough map 65 
indicating the human’s position, measured through the relative levels of 
cooperation and conflict in relation to other multicellular animals, are found in 

fig. 11.

Fig.11 Humans and society 

If we now zoom back into the microscopic world and consider social nature of 
bacteria, we start to draw parallels between them and the way human groups 
behave (fig.12).

As outlined at the beginning of this dissertation, bacteria use the language process 
known as quorum sensing, to attain benefits that single bacterium would not 
achieve. Some describe this phenomena as something that resembles “swarming 
bees” who are “organized in such a way that the outer layer of the colony moves 

like a swirl and expands outwardly, and the evacuated space inside the colony is 
filled with the newly grown bacteria” 66. 

65 David C. Queller, and Joan E. Strassmann, “Beyond Society: The Evolution of Organismality,” 
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 364 (2009):3143-55.

66 Michael Eisenbach et al., Chemotaxis (London: Imperial College Press, 2004), 57.
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Fig.12 Bacteria & Biofilm and society

They believe that such swarms help to create a form of group intelligence, or 
‘swarm intelligence’ which can be applied to the society in which they belong - a 

pattern which are also thought to be evident in human society. A term ‘herd’ 
mentality is also coined for changes in people’s behaviour when in a part of a 
group. Swarm intelligence is also characterized by self-organization within 
individuals which through interactions with others, produces novel, effective and 
efficient solutions to complex problems 67. 

The swarms of bacteria are scientifically known as biofilms (fig.13), and are 
commonly found on the inside and outside of our bodies - on our teeth (as dental 
caries) and inside our gut (as slime), and so on. They are also found in the chart of 
relative cooperative and conflicting groups, as shown in (fig.12). 

Interestingly, biofilms can be seen positioned in a relatively close proximity to 
that of humans. It raises yet another question of our relationship with bacteria in 
forming complex social structures. If we recognize that both biofilms and humans 
come together to form one ‘superorganism’, how does that influence who we are 

as a social being? Are there unknown interactions between human cells and 
bacterial swarms that shape the social nature of ourselves? Perhaps human cells 
and bacterial swarms are already playing a part in social aspects of humans that 

67 Swarm theory, http://economistsview.typepad.com/economistsview/2007/10/swarm-
theory.html (accessed September 27, 2011).

http://economistsview.typepad.com/economistsview/2007/10/swarm-theory.html
http://economistsview.typepad.com/economistsview/2007/10/swarm-theory.html
http://economistsview.typepad.com/economistsview/2007/10/swarm-theory.html
http://economistsview.typepad.com/economistsview/2007/10/swarm-theory.html
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we know. Or perhaps they are creating new social elements that we may not be 

aware of. 

Fig.13 Biofilm formation

Our Obsessive Roots

During the course of this dissertation, I was aware of my obsession in trying to 
answer the big question of our ultimate identity, trying to probe for the answer 
from as many different angles as possible, and I was compelled to find out more of  

the reasons why. 

In addition, I did not want this dissertation to be about speculation per se. As 
much as I would love to imagine the world with wonderfully designed bio-
products, completely customized according to our genetic and microbial makeup, 

imagine the world of social, cultural and ethical implications, etc, I felt an urgent 
need to take a step back and think about why we strive for our perfect biological 
future. As a scientist-turned-designer, I strongly feel that science and technology 
can contribute towards better design, and, ultimately, a better future. But without 
a careful strategy, the ‘fantastic’ things of the future will only remain as pure 
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fantasy. We need to shift our focus from scrutinizing our present and future 

identities to examining why we want to do so in the first place.

As a first step, I feel it is necessary to go back in time and look at previous 
documented attempts to define ourselves. 

It is widely accepted that all human societies have their own medical beliefs that 
provide explanations for physiological and psychological aspects of our bodies, 
such as birth, death, emotion and disease, etc 68. Throughout history, these beliefs 
were strongly linked to religion and spirituality: witchcraft, demons, astral 
influences and Gods 69. Although these still play a significant role in society today 

- both as independent and integrated entities of modern medicine 70 71 72, I feel 
that the scope for such topics is too broad to be included in my argument in this 
dissertation. Instead, I will focus on the scientific practices of medicine.    

Egypt had one of the oldest civilizations, with its history of medicine tracing back 

to 2900 BC 73. One of the surviving medical documents from this period is the 
Edwin Smith Papyrus, conceived in ancient Egypt almost 5,000 years ago 74. It is 
of significance in our discussion, as it illustrates the earliest efforts to uncover our 
physical biogeography. “It contains astonishingly accurate observations in 
anatomy, physiology, and pathology” 75. 

68 Ancient Medicine Encyclopedia “History of Medicine,” http://www.ancient.eu.com/medicine/ 
(accessed September 15, 2011).

69 Ancient Medicine Encyclopedia “History of Medicine,” http://www.ancient.eu.com/medicine/ 
(accessed September 15, 2011).

70 Elizabeth Ann Catlin et al., “The Spiritual and Religious Identities, Beliefs, and Practices of 
Academic Pediatricians in the United States,” Academic Medicine 83 (2008): 1146.

71 Farr A Curlin, “How Are Religion and Spirituality Related to Health? A Study of Physicians’ 
Perspectives,” Southern Medicinal Journal 98 (2005): 761.

72 Farr A Curlin, “Religion, Conscience, and Controversial Clinical Practices,” The New England 
Journal of Medicine 356 (2007): 594.

73 Vivek V Devan and Haroon Ashraf, Homeopathic MCQ Companion (Vital Publications, 2005), 
21.

74 Leo M Zimmerman and Ilza Veith, Great Ideas in the History of Surgery (Baltimore: Williams 
& Wilkins, 1961), 3.

75 Leo M Zimmerman and Ilza Veith, Great Ideas in the History of Surgery (Baltimore: Williams 
& Wilkins, 1961), 3.

http://www.ancient.eu.com/medicine/
http://www.ancient.eu.com/medicine/
http://www.ancient.eu.com/medicine/
http://www.ancient.eu.com/medicine/
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The Babylonians were similarly meticulous in their efforts. The Diagnostic 
Handbook was written between 1069 and 1048 BC and demonstrated the great 
lengths in which the ancestors went through to produce accurate models of the 
human body. This trend continued through the ages, and through different 
cultures around the world. 

People very much liked to visualize scientific understanding of their bodies too. In 
parallel to the development of highly sophisticated and systematized maps of 
towns, countries and continents, intricate and detailed drawings of the human 
anatomy were illustrated by the likes of Juan Valverde de Amusco, Andreas 
Vesalius and Leonardo Da Vinci (fig.14), and sophisticated meridian maps of 

energy flow were also evident in traditional Chinese medicine.

Fig.14 Da Vinci’s anatomical drawings

If we look at these examples, a common theme that underpins these disciplines 
are logic and rationality. If we go back to Egyptian medicine and Edwin Smith 
Papyrus, logic played a vital role in their success, with the use of reasoning in 
compiling such evidence: “this volume is as logical as a modern textbook in 
surgery” 76. Similarly, our Babylonian ancestors published the Diagnostic 
handbook which is “known for its use of empiricism, logic and rationality in 
diagnosis, prognosis and therapy” 77. 

76 Leo M Zimmerman and Ilza Veith, Great Ideas in the History of Surgery (Baltimore: Williams 
& Wilkins, 1961), 3.

77 HFJ Horstmanshoff, Marten Stol, and CR van Tilburg. Magic and Rationality in Ancient Near 
Eastern and Graeco-Roman Medicine (Leiden: Brill, 2004), 97.
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It would be unwise to argue at this point that logic and rationality solved medical 

illnesses better than others. However, we cannot deny that it has played a vital 
role in their success.

So if our strive to find about ourselves existed from the very first day of 
civilization, why are we still doing it today? People became ill and had to be 

treated of course, but there seems to be an overriding hunger, and desire to go 
beyond the matter of life and death (And maybe knowledge is more important 
than life and death, after all!). It also seems that people found some kind of 
comfort from having something steeped in logic and scientific rigor. 

David Berreby, author of the book ‘Us and Them: Science of Identity’ seems to 
provide a clue. He believes that our crave for knowledge and rationality has been 
evolved through time, and is part of our instinct:

“My argument is that grouping people is an inborn, automatic, involuntary 
activity of the mind. It’s like learning to walk, or talk, or recognize faces. It can’t 
be shut off. It’s not evil. It’s not good. It is just there, a mental faculty we can’t 
help using, with rules different from the ones used by other parts” 78 

Conclusion

Further thoughts

We are not alone. We are not composed purely of our own cells, nor are we solely 
the product of our own genetic coding, but a part of a bigger entity consisting of 
human and microbial cells. The Human Microbiome Project, driven by the sheer 
power, speed and sophistication of modern sequencing technology, is currently 
probing our bodies that have already provided tantalizing clues into our 

relationship with bacteria in and on our body (fig.15).

Scientists are only beginning to realize the potential of this relationship and are 
planning further research in the hope of finding applications in the field of 

78 David Berreby, Us and Them: The Science of Identity (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
2008), xiii.
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healthcare and medicine. The future of our microbial identity seems to promise 

bright things, although there are tell-tale signs of potential pitfalls that we may 
encounter. 

Fig.15 Author’s microbiome culture

During my research into the Human Microbiome Project, I realized that the real 

challenge of today’s society is not so much about finding our identity, but 
understanding what it means in context of today’s world, and what it means in 
everyday life, outside of research labs. One of the strategies to achieve this is to 
effectively communicate the science behind our microbial identity to the members 
of the general public. This is a challenge that Eric Juengst seems to agree, and 

highlights parts of the Human Microbiome Project that may be particularly hard 
to relay:

“To the extent that the metaphors of metagenomics accurately capture the 
philosophical implications of the science, translating the message of 
microbiomics will require tools for talking about issues of human identity, health 
and disease, and genetic causation in ways that run counter to the messages that 
genomics has taught us in the past” 79.

79 Eric Juengst, “Metagenomic Metaphors,” in New Visions of Nature: Complexity and 
Authenticity, ed Martin Drenthen, Jozef Keulartz, and James Proctor (Dordrecht: Springer, 
2009):144.
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Juengst continues to hint at how this challenge of translation could be tackled:

“...it may be more important than ever for the many collaborators involved to 
include not just the list above, but also those disciplines that specialize in 
catching what can be ‘lost in translation’ in public discourse: the social sciences, 
the humanities, and the arts” 80. 

With this in mind, I believe that designers, too, can play an influential role in 
translating the truths of our microbial identity to the wider audience.

In line with my discovery of the Superman and his alter ego, I have outlined a few 

ideas that could help me to become a better designer of today and the future. 

My personal discoveries of the new notions of our microbial identity, and the roles 
of modern technology in shaping it, has inspired me to take a fresh approach to 
my work as a designer, examples of which will be outlined below. In spirit of 

Superman and his alter ego, I have made a few proposals that would help me to 
understand my audience better. As we have observed earlier, human beings are 
multilayered - quite literally and metaphorically - and my practice should strive to 
understand and to get ‘into their skin’. I call these Designing for Superman and 
Designing for Mr. Kent.

Designing for Superman

As we have discovered, we are ‘Superorganisms’, harbouring trillions of separate 

organisms all around our body, creating a network of intricate and complicated 
relationships that make our body work. At the same time, we could take the very 
term to define it as the technology itself - a multilayered animal, that are subject 
to constant change through time and environment, and the one that brings 
destabilizing changes to identity. 

80 Eric Juengst, “Metagenomic Metaphors,” in New Visions of Nature: Complexity and 
Authenticity, ed Martin Drenthen, Jozef Keulartz, and James Proctor (Dordrecht: Springer, 
2009):144.
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Even still, we could describe Superman as a composite of not just bacteria and 

human, but as a ‘human-animal-technology compound’ 81. As Donna Haraway 
and Don Ihde eloquently put it, “Insofar as I use or employ a technology, I am 
used by and employed by that technology as well... We are bodies in technologies” 
82. It’s a compelling proposition to ponder, as the bacterial symbionts themselves 
could be regarded as technologies - a ‘workhorse’ of our body which can be 

harnessed to control our metabolic pathways.

I feel that audience of today should be viewed as a sophisticated being, steeped in 
know-how of modern technology, ‘smart’ (just like their mobile phones), and in 
full knowledge of scientific progress. In order to achieve this, as designers we 

should always stay one step ahead - be fully updated with news and technology, be 
open minded to changes in society, culture and technology. Perhaps a more 
personal reference could be made to the everyday practices in the studio, such as 
being more hands-on with the (bio)technology itself, and let it become a medium 
for practice, as well as a medium for debate.

Designing for Mr. Kent

Clark Kent, as we have acknowledged, is Superman without his bacterial layers of 

costume. Thus biologically inferior, yet mentally and emotionally strong. I think 
the word complex is a better word than strong, as fragility of our mentality and 
emotions in humans are some of the hallmarks that makes us truly human, 
separate from animals. 

And it is these fragile and complex characteristics that I would like to explore 
further, in the hope of creating design that addresses these. In the eyes of 
corporations, we are Superman, perfect consumers who buy and use what they 
are told to purchase. I think this is far from the truth in real life. We are 
vulnerable, fragile and insecure individuals, who seek thrill in rebellion, who like 

to customize and personalize aspects of their lives. 

81 Donna Jeanne Haraway, When Species Meet (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 
2008), 251.

82 Donna Jeanne Haraway, When Species Meet (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 
2008), 249.
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With the advent of biotechnology, and the realization of the potential of the 

human microbiome, would play a key role in fulfilling the above human desires. 
The element of personalization - the notion of personalized healthcare for 
instance - has not yet been fully realized. A promise that the mapping of human 
genome has failed to deliver so far. But as the scientific community begins to 
appreciate that our microbial symbionts can enhance the notion of what is 

‘personal’ to us (ie. unique strains of commensal bacteria), there is a potential to 
capture their imagination of what could be possible. 

Although we might live in a dark world full of uncertainty, it’s not all bad news. 
The pursuit for the answer to the perplexing question, ‘Who are we?’ allowed me 

to explore various aspects of our identity, and has shed some interesting clues that  
helped us to paint a wider picture of who we really are (or who we might be). 
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Appendices

Author Interview with Professor Mike Curtis 

September 23, 2011
RK:  Raphael Kim (Author) 

MC:  Mike Curtis
 

RK:  Who are we?

MC: Well I mean there’s a number of ways of answering that I suppose. If 
you think in sort of evolutionary  terms who are we, then we, or life 
began on this planet, either started on this planet, or  landed on this 
planet, we can’t really  tell,  about three and a half billion years ago as 
a single cellular organism like a bacterium, probably.

 And then about two and a half billion years ago the first eukaryotic 
organisms came off and developed multi-cellular  types of organisms.  
And then they  differentiated and differentiated until eventually, very 
recently, hundred thousand years ago,  you know, primates 
developed.

 And the interesting thing is that the... with all those branches of 
evolution and the sort  of complex array  of species that we’ve finally 
arrived at, they’ve carried with them all of the bacterial organisms 
that they’ve originated from.  So we are now  composite in many 
ways - of not only  human cells but bacterial cells.  And there are ten 
times as many  bacterial cells in your body  as there are human cells, 
and those bacterial cells are in a sense adapted to you, adapted to us, 
so that our bacteria are different to the bacteria  you’ll find in a 
mouse, or  a  cat, or a dog, or a...  they’ve all kind of evolved with those 
particular species. So we’re a sort of composite of different things.

RK: Absolutely. What I’m  also interested in is: You said something about 
how bacteria composition differs from  human to an animal,  but in 
terms of between humans ourselves, do you see much difference 
between the microflora that I have to yours for example? 

MC: Yeah.

RK: And to what extent that  kind of defines the uniqueness of our  human 
beings?

 
MC: Well it’s a  really  interesting question, we don’t really  fully  

understand it all yet.  We do know that if you take... if you look at the 
bacteria  that are in the gut and you compare them  between different 
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individuals, if you compare identical twins they  have a more similar 
bacterial content. 

RK: What are the rough numbers, do we know?

MC: The numbers of different organisms?

RK: Different species that are found...

MC: Oh.

RK: ...between twins, let’s say.

MC: Many  thousands, I couldn’t give you  a... and it’s a  complicated one 
because there’s a sort of...  there’s a richness to the diversity  of the 
bacteria  in  our... that live in and on us.   Some are very  abundant, 
and others are there in  tiny  amounts, and it  depends how sensitive 
your method of analysis is in many  ways.  But for  the sake of 
argument say  several thousand.  Some of which will be present in 
high  numbers and some of which tiny  numbers,  but they  can vary 
depending on, you know.

 And they  do appear  to have an effect, so if you... and this has mainly  
come from  animal studies, but if you take for  an example an obese 
mouse, and you  can get obese mice, and you take that bacteria  from 
that obese mouse and put  it into a normal mouse, the normal mouse 
will become obese.  You  can transfer obesity, you can transfer 
diabetes, you can transfer metabolic syndrome and you can transfer 
some gut  inflammatory  disorders simply  by  transferring the 
bacteria.   So they’re quite influential in terms of how they  dictate 
how we behave.

RK: Yeah, because that was one of the questions that I was going to ask 
you next, how much control that these organisms exercise in us in 
making us who we are.  But like you  said earlier,  about the obesity 
mice...

MC: I think we’re only  just  beginning to understand this really, and 
understand the total impact, that people are now talking about the 
super-organism to describe the bacteria and human cells that 
coexist,  and describing it  as a  super-organism.  And I think we’re 
only  just  unravelling what impact it has on some physical health, but 
whether  there are  other aspects to personality, behaviour  and so on 
that may  be dictated by  this large conglomeration of organisms that 
live with us is possible, it’s distinctly possible.

RK: I also heard somewhere that some bacteria releases chemicals that 
affect the brain and affect how the brain works.
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MC: Yeah.

RK: Is there any  firm scientific evidence in that, because personality  and 
our mood and mentation are also part of us as a whole.

MC: Well I don’t think there’s any  firm...  really  firm  evidence around 
that.  We know bacteria  produce all sorts of different agents, 
reagents, that you can show in a laboratory  will have an effect on a 
different system  and different human cell when you grown in 
culture,  so that there is a  potential there for communication.  And 
certainly  the bacteria communicate between themselves, they  have 
lots of conversations with all sorts of different kind of messages.  So 
there’s certainly a potential for that.

 And I mean I suppose the best example is sort of the development of 
our immune system, and if we don’t have bacteria present then we 
don’t develop the proper  immune system.  In fact we don’t develop a 
proper typography  and histology  of our gut, it just  doesn’t develop in 
the same way, so the bugs are really  important for  signalling to us 
about development.

RK: And staying in the field of immunology, for example, if we get a 
patient with  an organ transplant, and I think that’s a quite 
interesting scenario because  the medical team would have assessed 
the compatibility  of the donor with the host. I’m  not  sure whether 
they  check for microbial characteristics of these organs, or is that 
something for the future that sometime maybe for important 
process like organ transplant  and blood transfusion and so on, do 
you think microbial profile will be playing an important role?

MC: I think it’s an interesting  question that  I mean generally  the profiling 
that’s done for a  transplantation is about matching the tissue 
characteristics so that you don’t...  you  attempt not to transplant into 
someone an organ which will be clearly  seen as very  foreign, and 
generally  in all  transplantation you’ll suppress the immunology  of 
that individual, you’ll suppress the immune response with drugs to 
allow a graft to take, a transplanted organ to take.

 Now  whether there is any  influence of the kind of microbial 
background, if you like, from  which it’s come that could potentially 
influence the tissue type hasn’t really  been explored.  It’s a bit 
difficult to see how that would work, but it’s possible.

RK: In 2001  there was a big  deal about the human genome being 
mapped, and now we are starting  to hear about the Human 
Microbiome Project where people use sophisticated technologies to 
examine the profile of the bacteria that  are living inside us.  Could 
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you tell us more about how that’s going in your field of research,  and 
how much does the latest technology play a part in that?

MC: Well I mean the Human Microbiome Project  is really  there to try  
and understand what are all of these different  organisms that live in 
and on us, what’s their metabolic potential,  and they’re exactly  the 
same sort  of questions we’ve just been discussing.  And the way  that 
it’s been done is by   high  throughput DNA sequence analysis, and 
there have been some fantastic advances in DNA sequencing since 
the Human Genome Project.

 The Human Genome Project relied pretty  much on a type of 
sequencing  called Sanger sequencing which involves labelling using 
different fluorescent dyes to essentially  copy  DNA, terminate the 
reaction, and depending on the colour of the actual product you 
could tell what the sequence of the DNA was, and then you separate 
it  all out on a gel or through  a  column.  And that was the standard 
for sequencing for  the last twenty  years and was sufficient to do the 
human genome. But it  took a long time. It took a  lot of groups 
collaborating worldwide – at least for  a decade or possibly  more – in 
order to get sufficient material to do the complete genome sequence.

 Now  we’ve got much faster  ways of doing it, and as the time of doing 
it  comes down so does the cost.  So pretty  soon the estimate is that 
we will be able to entirely  sequence your DNA for about a  thousand 
dollars.

RK: Right.  That’s the so-called golden target isn’t it?

MC: Yeah.  And that’s within  reach.  Now if you think about our DNA 
compared to a  bacterial DNA, a bacterium, you know, a human 
genome has got thirty-six thousand genes, ish, thirty-five...  thirty-
five to forty  thousand genes.  Most  bacteria are a tenth  of that.  Most 
bacterial genomes don’t have what we call regions that don’t code for 
genes. Previously  called junk DNA, but  now there is a strong body  of 
evidence that those non-coding regions actually  play  an important 
function in regulation.  But (for) most bacteria  it’s just one gene 
after  another on a circular  chromosome.  And it’s possible to 
sequence a  complete bacterial genome very  rapidly, inside a day, and 
multiply sequence multiple organisms at the same time.

 So the speed is there now  to be able to completely  sequence bacterial 
genomes and isolate bacteria inside us,  but  the other approach that’s 
been taken is to say  well rather than isolating each organism and 
growing it up, and getting the DNA out and sequencing it, let’s do 
something called the metagenomic analysis, which  is ignoring where 
the genes have come from, it’s just taking all of the bacteria that  are 
present in a  gut  sample and smashing it up and sequencing 
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everything that’s there,  and that gives you a kind of overall profile of 
the proportions of different types of functional properties that are 
there.   So the different types of metabolic genes,  the different types 
of genes involved in cellular transport, the different genes involved 
in  copying  cells and so on.  And that metagenomic analysis is really 
quite powerful because it  gives you a sort  of functional snapshot, if 
you like, of all the genetic information that’s present  in a given 
sample.  So, again, the techniques are there now to be able to do this 
extraordinarily quickly.

RK: And I was reading about the research they did on P. gingivalis.

MC: Oh yeah.

RK: ...and I wondered if you’d thought about the world of forensics, 
because I think in  terms of physical identification, we start from the 
geography  of our teeth and how  that’s formed, and how  that defines 
certain individuals.  And I read somewhere that  the streptococci 
have been also used in  parallel with   dental identification.  Are there 
any  future applications, not  necessarily  in the mouth, but also other 
organs that utilizes the uniqueness of bacteria present in them? 

MC: Again, it’s a  very  interesting question and there’s no single answer to 
it.   If you look at  some bacteria that reside in our  mouths and in our 
guts then they  are very  similar  between us, so you’ll have a type of 
Porphyromonas  in your  mouth, and it would be very  similar  to the 
one that I have, so it’s considered a successful organism that’s 
spread through a big... a large community  and hasn’t  changed that 
much.

 There are other bacteria  which are very,  very  heterogenous, and the 
streptococci are a good example.  For  example streptococcus mitis is 
very  common, it’s in  everybody, and within a  single individual you 
might find four thousand different streptococcus mitis.

RK: Wow!

MC: In fact they’re so heterogenous they’re almost like different species; 
each one is almost a separate tissue entirely.  But  they’re all closely 
related.  And the reason for that is that they  exchange DNA between 
themselves, they  take up foreign DNA very  easily, and that gives 
them  that kind of diversity.   So the potential is that yes,  you may 
have some organisms in you which are characteristic of you and 
won’t be present in  others to an extent, whereas there will  be others 
that are shared.

 Now  a lot of this, you  know, most  of the bacteria that we acquire 
come from the maternal lineage, they’re acquired at  birth, and 
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transferred as the baby’s born, a huge dose of bacteria when it first 
enters the world and that,  you know, performs a  really  important 
function of chucking out  all the other organisms that potentially 
could come in.

 When the teeth first appear  in the mouth, that’s a different surface, a 
different type of organism  can live there whereas it  can’t live where 
there are no teeth, and they  are generally  transferred from  the 
mother or  from the close carer.  So there’s a kind of family 
association with some of these organisms, but there’s also a kind of 
diversification once you acquire...

RK: Yeah, it’s pretty  much about environmental effects as well, not just 
the DNA and all the other things that you inherit.

MC: Yeah.

RK: Also very  much about your  physical interaction as well between one 
species together and one humans to another.  And I wanted to kind 
of broaden the topic slightly  wider, because we live in a modern 
times. Everything’s so fast paced, we travel a lot at different places, 
exotic places, we meet people from different areas...

MC: Yeah.

RK: I’m sure that would contribute to the interactions between the micro 
flora that  reside in  us, so in the future do you think we’ll be... it will 
be harder to actually  find exactly  who we are, especially  in the future 
because of the fast-paced nature of the society?

MC: Well the fact that we mix so much and become more...

RK: More dynamic I suppose.

MC: ...yeah, more homogenous in a sense.  Well one thing we do know is 
our microbiology tends to be pretty stable, so once you’ve acquired 
it, it tends to stay with you for life, or it’s certainly stable for a long 
period of time.  It’s influenced by different events that happen 
during the course of your life, so there are changes during childhood 
associated with changes to the diet and, you know, as you age, as you 
become older.  There are changes due to hormonal changes as you 
become an adult.  But during the adult period that seems to have 
been a relatively stable period for that... for your microbiology, and it 
can be quite difficult to introduce new organisms into that stable 
community unless you become unwell, your immune system is 
altered for whatever reason, your immunosuppressant drugs for 
transplantation, or immunosuppressives, or cancer treatments 
which can be immunosuppressant.  And it’s only later in life, when 
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the immune system starts to wind down a little bit, that the flora 
then has another opportunity to go undergoing change.

 So generally  what you’ve got is stable, and that’s not to say  you don’t 
pick up and acquire different things,  and international travel is a 
really  good example of why  we’ve got problems with the spread of 
infectious disease because,  you know, we go to a foreign country  and 
we acquire organisms that previously  we’d never have encountered.  
So, you know, there’s a stability  there and there’s also a potential for 
acquiring organisms from  other areas.   But on the whole I think the 
stability  of that micro flora, that micro biome ensures pretty  much 
that we’ll continue to be ourselves.

RK: I see.   And can that  process be reversed in  some way?  Could we lose 
some of our bacteria that we had?

MC: Well it’s... whether we... yeah, losing organisms, I tend to think of it 
a bit  like, you know when you  have,  I can’t remember the name of 
them  now, they’re sort of electronic synthesisers and you  get the 
waves of light going up and down.  It’s more like you’ve got this 
repertoire of thousands of different bacteria, and the relevant 
proportions of them  shifts up and down over  the course of time, 
never  completely  eradicating one.  It  may  go below the sort  of 
detection threshold but it’s still there, and it’s just  when conditions 
are right, when other  organisms for  whatever  reason are reduced 
that gives it an opportunity to come back up.  

 So unless you take really,  you know, major steps to eradicate a 
specific organism through a vaccination process or... then I think 
there’s a kind of residual memory of them always present.

RK: I see.  Ok.  Thank you.  And just to finish up I think today’s lecture, 
this evening, would be a very interesting one as well.

MC: I’m just working on it.

RK: Ok.  So just  to kind of finish up...I think if I’m  right, correct me if I’m  
wrong but the main  topic of the lecture is “will we ever win the fight 
against bacteria?”

MC: Win the war.  Yeah.

RK: Win the war.  And what  is your  short answer?  And also do you think 
we are asking the right question because bacteria are kind of known 
in  the public eye to be this harmful being that causes disease and 
crop devastations and so on.  What is your view  on that?  Do you 
think we are asking the right question, or do you think we need to 
change our way of thinking?
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MC: I think it’s a good question because there isn’t an easy  answer.  We 
don’t want to win  the war against all bacteria because as we’ve just 
been discussing they  play  a  really  important role in our  own biology, 
and to try  and to imagine that there could be a  better  world without 
bacteria would not be helpful.

 Whether we win the war against infectious disease I think is 
another... is possibly  the way  one would phrase it,  and the answer  to 
that is there will always be a  battle, and we always hope to maintain 
the upper hand in  that battle, but the battle won’t go away, and it’s 
just  who becomes more sophisticated at any  one time that will stay 
on top.

 But there are multiple layers to it because, you know, what kills most 
people across the world, infectious agents, are... well,  respiratory 
illness kills more children than any  other, and the causative 
organisms are relatively  small in number – streptococcus, 
pneumonia, influenza – and we know how  to handle those 
organisms, you know, we’ve got  vaccines to them, we’ve got  effective 
antibiotics against most of them, the problem  is implementing the 
public health strategies that will deal with them, particularly  in  low 
income countries.  That’s the real...  that’s the issue,  you know, that 
we’ve got  the tools, we’ve got the weaponry, but if you don’t deploy 
your weapons in the battlefield in the appropriate place, then you’re 
not  going to win. So that’s one of the messages I’m  going to try  and 
get out there.

RK: I see.  Well thank you very much for your time.

MC: That’s a pleasure.


